TO: RSTA
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONFI: WH 5
INFO: COP, S/C 2

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

21 JUNE 65

RUTING

1 1 1
2 1 1
3 1

OUT 78950
OUT 78950

TO: RSTA 28-17
INFO

DEFN [CIA] 283 (IN 3631)
ABC copy

REPLY [CIA] 283 (IN 3631)

ACCORDING COURSE D.M., AMALLO FIALLO, FOR WHOM SHARD SP ARRANGEDS

HE IS 9 MAY 65 VIBH NORTON TO ARRIVE. HAS NOW INFORMED COURSE HE

AND HIS FAMILY RETURNING TO CUBA. SUGGEST YOU QUITE ARRANG.

(END OF MESSAGE)

Sgt. Contad: Exposed Tony VARGA brought Amalio FIALLO to U.S. Embassy
Coroas on 2 May for renewal visa which was granted, and
that FIALLO would not be returning to Cuba.
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